
BestPack™ Stretch Wrapper with Scale
Semi-automatic pallet wrapping machine

The BestPack™ B200-W utilizes a built-in digital scale with our semi-automatic 
low profile B200 stretch wrapper. This machine is equipped with a high 
definition LCD display that allows all loads to be weighed and wrapped 
simultaneously while its powerful design is programmed to handle a variety of 
light-to-heavy duty pallet wrapping applications. With the BestPack™ B200-W, 
operators can grow their business while easily preserving the quality of their 
products. 

CBM Systems BestPack™ Stretch Wrapper

Plug and play–Start
wrapping right away
Affix film to your pallet—then press
start. In many cases, operators
won't even need to adjust wrap
settings between loads.

Improve load integrity
and reduce shipping
damage
Consistent performance and
excellent load stability during
transport keeps your load tightly
secured more effectively than hand-
wrapping.

Increase film utilization up to 2x for instant cost savings.1.

Shorten wrapping cycle time to as little as 1¹⁄� to 2 minutes.¹2.

Adjustable film carriage and turntable speeds to improve load containment.3.

See what the BestPack™ B200-W can do for you!

Contact us for more information
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B200-W

Boost productivity 
and save on time
The ability to weigh as you wrap 
improves your packaging 
process and ensures the utmost 
efficiency.



Loading Ramp
Load your machine with a pallet jack us-
ing the made-to-fit loading ramp.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
* Wrap speeds may vary depending on load configuration.

Options to improve performance

CBM Systems BestPack™ Stretch Wrapper

Machine Footprint

Wrap Height Extension
Wrap tall loads with an extended wrap
height column (16" increments)
to accommodate your needs.

Make wrapping as easy as 1...
2... 3...!

Set down your pallet, hit start, and get
wrapping!

• Detect your pallet load's height
automatically.

• Reinforce the top and bottom of your load
with extra wraps (combined setting 1-3).

• Pre-stretch film up to 200%.

• Low maintenance...heavy-duty frame and
roller support system.

CBM Systems, Inc.
1599 Monte Vista Avenue
Claremont, CA 91711

B200-W
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B200-W Specifications
Performance

Speed* 25-35 loads/hour

Turntable Speed 12 RPM (variable)

Load Capacity 4,000 lbs

Turntable Size 58" diam

Max. Load Size 53"L x 53"W

Max. Load Height 82"H

Turntable 3/8" laser-cut steel plate

   Weighing Types Count & Accumulation 

   Weight Units Lb/kg/g/oz/lb:oz 

   Indicator Gross/Tare/Pre-set Tare/Zero

Film Delivery

Film Delivery System Motorized with Corner 
Compensating Dancing Bar

Film Stretch Motorized Dual Rubber Rollers

Film Tension Up to 220%

Motor-Assist Film Dispenser Standard

Film Capacity 10" diam  x 20"W
(30"W option)

Film Carriage Speed Adjustable

Height Sensor Standard

Machine / Shipping Data

Power Requirements 110V, 60 Hz, 20A

Pneumatic Requirements None

Machine Dimensions 94"L x 59"W x 86"H

Weight (approximate) 1,000 lbs

Forklift Portable Standard

Tilt-Down Tower Standard


